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ROUND 6 RESULTS

One of the club’s most highly
experienced and respected coaches
Tim Livingstone U16G Red playing
noughts and crosses on the bench?

We’d like to congratulate Jake Trembath and Cooper
Trembath (U15) and Josh Tovey (U14 Red) who will
represent the YJFL in the upcoming Queens
Birthday Long Weekend tournament.
They will play 3 games across the weekend against
other Victorian leagues
The teams the boys have made are:
U15 Div 2 Team Jake Trembath
U14 Div 2 Team Cooper Trembath
U14 Div 1 Team Josh Tovey
All the best boys and good luck!!

www.sharksjfc.org.au
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Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish
Junior Football Club

Shark Attack –

Phone: 0408 367 444

Presidents Letter

coaches. I am sure all the boys and girls in the squad have enjoyed the experience so far and
will find the remaining weeks of the program beneficial.
The following players have been selected from the Sharks:
U14 Boys Squad
Josh Tovey
Cooper Trembath

GO SHARKS!!

Round 6

U15 Boys Squad
Jake Trembath

Welcome all our Sharks parents, in particular, this week. The welcome comes with a huge
THANK YOU. Why? Well Round 6 incorporated National Volunteers Week. To see parents
every week accepting the various roles they must play in their children’s sport is fantastic. I
know it gets a bit hard having to stand as goal umpire in the pouring winter rain, but that’s the
sacrifice we make.

U15 Girls Squad
Lily Cameron
Petra Edwards
Ava Leonard
Charli Newton

I must admit, on those wet days, how great it was to be the time keeper and keep nice and
dry. Without our Team Managers co-ordinating each week’s roster for parents the games
couldn’t go on. So, as a big thanks, our local ‘Blue Dog’ Café offered a voucher to all our TM’s
this week, including the away team Team Managers at Domeney and Stintons. Now that’s a
great show of generosity and community spirit. A true reflection of our club’s ethos and how
we integrate into our local community. Whilst our parents quietly go about their business each
week our young men and women turned it on match day this week.

Burger Night Sunday 2nd June – Bendigo Bank Buddies Night

Our Sharks players turned up in mass to compete with gusto, full effort and heart. Many battles
were played out on the day with more wins than losses. The true competitive spirit displayed by
our U12 Girls was fantastic, a great win by a few points at home, well done.
As said, there were some close results, a few big wins and some honourable losses. The
beauty of football is that we quickly refocus and look to the next week.
It’s hard to believe that next week (Round 7) is effectively the half way mark for the season. At
the culmination of football matches, please turn up for our 2nd Burger Night for the year. During
the evening, we will be presenting players with their 50 game and 100 game milestone medals/
trophies. I’m told the banners have been booked solid over the first 6 rounds, well done to the
players who have achieved these results.
Sponsor of the Round
Blue Dog Café located on Park Road are this week’s sponsor. If you’ve not been before or
haven’t been for a while, then do yourself a favour and get along there soon. The folks are
friendly, the atmosphere is warm and the food is fantastic. Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner,
check out the ‘specials’ as the taste sensation created are out of this world. Thank you Blue
Dog for providing our Team Managers with voucher for National Volunteers Week. The team at
Blue Dog have my tick of approval, keep up the great efforts in producing your yummy winter
warmers.
AFL VIC METRO JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT
Congratulations to the players from our club who have been chosen to represent the Yarra
Magpies in the upcoming AFL Metro Junior Development Series under 14 and 15 matches.
The standard of training has been high and the selection process has been difficult one for the
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Burger night this Sunday, is the Colts/U8’s & U9’s Bendigo Bank Buddies Night. They will be
hosting and cooking for us all. So come one, come all and let us warm you up with our tasty
burgers and a sherbet or two. Look forward to seeing you all there.
Queen’s Birthday Weekend
No games scheduled on Sunday 9th June . PARENTS enjoy a sleep in. SHARKS PLAYERS
what a great opportunity to help out around the home. Remember Mum and/or Dad transport
you, so as a thank you all players could maybe do a bit more to help out…. from washing
dishes to vacuuming, to cleaning up their room. The following weekend (16th) as per normal.
This Round we celebrate “The Big Freeze” for MND.
GALA EVENING 15TH June
This will be a night to remember forever. Bookings are starting to come in, however, we always
seem to leave it till the last minute. Please can I call upon all the Sharks family to seriously
consider coming along and booking as soon as possible. This will greatly help our organizing
committee. The amount of effort put in behind the scenes is immense. We have folks running
around organizing fantastic gifts and hampers for our silent auction including memorabilia.
The food, wine and beer menu’s have now been completed and the acts are all in rehearsal.
I promise that speeches celebrating our 50 Years will be kept to a minimum so that all can
mingle with each other. This is our only major event for the year and its being put on for YOU,
our Sharks membership (past and present). The committee and I look forward to seeing as
many as possible on the night. I promise you that the stories will only get bigger and better as
the years roll on. Please, get your friends together and book your table this week.
Summary
Looking forward to Round 7 for our juniors. If at any stage you have any queries then please
don’t hesitate to contact myself. Go Sharks!!!
Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Phone: 0408 367 444
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Round 6
Shark Attack
Season Dates to Remember
2 Jun

Round 7

Burger Night (U8, U9 and Colts)

9 Jun

Queens Birthday Weekend

15 Jun

50th Year Gala Dinner. Manningham Function Centre
(U12 and U14)

16 Jun

Round 8

23 Jun

Round 9

Team Photos (Fri 21st and Sun 23rd)

30 Jun

School holidays

7 Jul

School Holidays

14 Jul

Round 10

21 Jul

Round 11

28 Jul

Round 12

4 Aug

Round 13

11 Aug

Round 14

18 Aug

Semi Finals

25 Aug

Prelim
Finals

1 Sep

Grand
Finals

15 Sep

THE SHARK ATTACK
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LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allen

Jumper

Surname

Name

Mitchell

Luke

Magnus

Anderson

Cruz

Milton

Flynn

Cox

Joshua

Natsis

Gabriel

De Rooden

Elijah

Radle

Lachlan

Forcadell

Gabriel

Torner

Harrison

Gniel

Alfie

Woollard

Mason

James

Edward

Worthington

Heath

Kinski

Sebastian

Webb

Tyler

Laurence

Thomas

Appleby

Kaiden

Park Orchard v Beverly Hills
The boys played Beverley Hills this week, Josh was our courageous captain for the day. This
week at training we have been working hard on staying on the mark and pushing back off the
mark for big long kicks down the field.
Harrison won the coach’s Mars bar award because he listened to instructions and tried his
hardest.
In the first quarter, Elijah had some great taps and a big run and kick. Eddie and Lachie and
Gabriel N all took some strong marks.
Alfie had a few clearances.
In the second quarter Flynn, Magnus and Heath took some strong marks. Josh attacked the
footy with a great big kick and Cruz defended well. Tyler had a great smother and gather.
In the third quarter Sebastian showed great attack on the football and Kaden defended well.
In the fourth quarter Gabriel F ran the game out well and Tom took a fantastic mark and great
kick.
Mitchell applied great pressure and tackled well. Elijah kicked a few goals too.
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UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley
Jumper

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Blackshaw

Rhys

Jumper

Hattwich

Archie

Cahill

James

Hine

Miller

Di Battista

Marcus

Marsh

Hugh

Doolan

Anthony

Newman

Luke

Genever

Ethan

Rigall

Sidney

Giosserano

Alex

Sonderhof

Taylor

Hartley

Jackson

Zosel

Ezra

Sharks Black Round Robin
What a great morning was had for the round robin at Bulleen Park. The sun was out and it
was a stand out performance by all families who chipped in to help. Adam had everyone under
control as the team manager for the day, Ben, Andrew and Warren who all assisted to coach
the boys, ever reliable trainer Belinda making sure all the boys are ok and having ice packs on
hand, Mark did a fantastic job cooking everyone up hotdogs for lunch as well as Anne-Maree
and Dave for assisting with the catering and brining along their two marquees. Everyone else
took their turn to fly the flags goal umpiring – it was a great morning. Thanks to all for their help
on the day.
Game 1 v Whitehorse Colts
The Sharks were under pressure for most of the game. All the boys showed perseverance in
the midfield and we saw some good tackling from James. Miller continues to show us his skill
and how solid he is in the backline. It was a great effort overall by all the boys in the first game.
Game 2 v Richmond Junior FC
We saw James take some good clean marks and Ezra had an immediate impact taking some
good marks and stoppage in the backline. Anthony also played well in the backline holding up
strong and winning some crucial one v ones. Archie showing his team mates great support and
getting in after the ball. Rhys and Luke trying their best and getting in there for some ground
balls.
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Game 3 v Parade
Alex had some impressive touches, with a goal scored by Jackson. Hugh held off some tough
tackles, while Ethan laid solid tackles on our opponents.

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Sidney showed flare with a good kick out of the midfield, Anthony was also strong in the
midfield.
Miller continues to dominate in the backline with his strong marking skills, and Marcus taking a
great chest mark and went in hard for a good smother.
Game 4 v Glen Iris
Against a strong wind and with the goal posts horizontal, Jackson dominated the ruck contest
and we showed good tackling pressure. The second half showed a great passage of play with
Jackson taking a strong mark in the midfield finding Miller marking 20m out, kicking a fantastic
goal!

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty
Jumper

Surname

Name

Buchanan

The backline held up to keep Glen Iris scoreless for the half.

Caltieri

Overall a great effort by the boys and also the parents who all chipped into contribute to what
was a great morning. Big thanks to all the parents in helping out in coaching the team!!

Gadd
Hume
Kilworth
McGinty
Mcleod

Maxi

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jackson

Mijat

Jasper

Sam

Myers

Cohen

Jackson

Saunders

Darcy

Harrison

Waterson - Chappell

Harry

Lenny

Whitelock

Charles

Charlie

Wilson

Harry

Webb

Noah

No Report Submitted
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behind the ball. We needed to take advantage of the scoring end and with time be eaten up
Ben N managed to get a pass to Prest who whacked it on the boot and rolled one through.

U10 RED
PONRPJFC
Parents Supporting Kids

On the board first but it took a long time and we needed another to take advantage of the
conditions, Hawthorn had other ideas and kept our back line busy late in the quarter. Darcy
and Paddy with cool heads and wining every ground ball coming their way managed to keep a
clean sheet giving us a small advantage at qtr time. Its handy when under pressure Darcy can
get a 25 meter kick away on the left and to advantage.
¼ Time PO 1-0-6 to Hawthorn Citizens 0-0-0

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan
Jumper

Surname

Name

Davis

Jumper

Surname

Name

Elliot

Nicholls

Benjamin

Duffy

Patrick

Noonan

Darcy

Fortington

James

Noonan

Xavier

Hales

Angus John

Prest

Joshua

Hales

Benjamin Alan

Radle

Ryan

Inglese

Will

Robertson

Thomas

James

Henry

Wachter

Kai

Lanza

Oliver

Walsh

Liam

Nicholls

Julian

Robinson

Henry

Park Orchards 4-5-28 def Hawthorn Citizens 3-5-18
Another trip down Burke Road to take on Hawthorn Citz for the second time in 3 weeks,
another early start and another cracking morning with the sun shining, a wonderful setting for
what was going to be a tight game.
Patrick Duffy captained the side today and was keen to get out on the ground and show us how
it is done.
The pre-game talk was focused on getting away to a good start as our previous 2 game the
boys found themselves behind at quarter time, with our last venture to Auburn the boys had to
fight back from a 4-goal deficit.
The first quarter kicked off with Robbo taking first ruck and Prest sitting on his left shoulder
waiting to be delivered the pill.
Hawthorn had other ideas and applied an enormous amount of pressure around the pack. The
first 5 minutes set the tone for the way the entire game would play, very few opportunities to get
clear and run the ball on a small ground, it would be a game where one team could break from
the pack only for the ball to be stuck in another scrimmage.
Hawthorn decided to clog up the scoring end and make it very hard for the Sharks to get any
flow going. Ben N & Thomas tried hard to present as much as possible, but the ball movement
was slow and crowded. Eventually the sharks had a chance to get the ball deep and set up
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Positive Play - Ben hales tackling pressure, inside pressure from Prest, Pass from Ben to Prest
to get a snap at goal and sneak one home, Darcy & Paddy attacking play from deep defence
Did Well - Pressure, Tackling, Sharing it around and giving to someone in a better position and
not trying to do to much
Do Better -Hold your position, play on quickly
The second quarter we decided to take a leaf out of Hawthorns plan book and try and smother
any advantage they could get now they had a slight advantage, then try and catch them out
on the overlap and use our pace the other way, pushing the half forwards high up the ground
and setting our pacey pockets across high half forward, the boys stuck to the plan as best they
could but unfortunately with Hawthorn had us under forward line pressure, with no outlet kick or
target as all our players were getting sucked into the play. We learnt an important lesson when
the opposition are having a shot, not everyone needs to stand on the line, but a couple need to
play in front as we don’t know how far other players can kick a ball.
Ben marked strongly, and Will was rock solid in deep defence reading the play taking some
intercept marks. Angus tackling and pressure around the midfield keeping Hawthorn honest
and Paddy quick hands helping us get the ball forward.
The boys kept at it and worked the ball forward where we were able to trap it for some time in
our forward line, we found ourselves out numbered as our deep forwards had pushed too far up
the ground and Hawthorn had spare players in defence, the boys managed to get a stoppage
and the message was sent out for Thomas to push back a provide a target. Thomas lead well
and started to play in front, this gave us the opportunity to set up and keep the Hawthorn backs
under pressure. We started to get some opportunities with the mounting pressure the boys
kept up, Hawthorn made a critical error and kicked across the ground to a 1 on 1 where Xavier
gladly took a strong mark landed on his feet and with nothing between him and the goals but
space took the opposition on ran away had a bounce and slotted a major. You could feel that
we had another one in us, but it wasn’t to be as Hawthorn struck again taking a 2-point lead at
half time.
½ Time PO 2-0-12 to Hawthorn Citizens 2-2-14
Positive Play - Strong defensive marks by Ben N and Will, A Hales fantastic tackle in defence,
Paddy great hands out of the pack
Did Well - Tackle Pressure
Do Better - Man Up and play in front
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The boys earnt a rest and you could see they were up for the challenge, they looked focused
and determined and with the boys willing themselves over the line a few times this season in
close ones we set them up for a big 3rd qtr
The boys started strong with Ben N palming it down to Prest and getting it forward quickly
Hawthorn again decided to clog us up and we just could not get free, we moved the ball well at
times but just could not make that last kick such was Hawthorn close checking of our forwards,
again we started to get sucked into play and left our opponents free in their forward line, we
had to scramble back to support and if not for Julian’s desperation and Thomas playing in front
Hawthorn could have strolled into an open goal. Hawthorn started to get on top with the Sharks
lucky that Hawthorn missed a couple. We couldn’t hit the score board and found ourselves 5
point down going into the final break.

Final PO 4-5-28 to Hawthorn Citizens 3-5-18
Positive Play - Ryan cool in defence and rushing a smart behind, The back set up well not
getting sucked to far up, midfield setting up well and building the wall
Did Well - Staying Calm and sticking to the way we want to play
Do Better - Nothing as we did everything we talked about
Goals: 2 Prest, 1 Xavier, 1 Inglese
Best: A full team EFFORT.

¾ Time PO 2-1-12 to Hawthorn Citizens 2-5-17
Positive Play - Julian’s pressure and tackling, Thomas Second Efforts in defence, Darcy
tackling pressure and use of the ball, Prest nice centring ball to open up play
Did Well -Tackling Pressure not going to ground and keeping our feet
Do Better -. Back not to get sucked into the play, Play on wheel and go.
Not to worry but stay calm boys and remember what we are good at, winning the ball and
moving it quickly once we get field advantage set up behind the ball and keep them under
pressure. Our back line was set the task of keeping them scoreless in the last, Robbo leading
the defence with Elliot and Ryan playing deep, Prest controlling the game across half back with
Fortington and Walsh providing run off half back.
Set up with plenty of pace and grunt in the midfield, Ben N leading the ruck where Paddy,
Xavier, Darcy could take he game on and our outside runners Will and Indi providing great
support, Ollie & Henry as focal point providing marking strength and Julian tasked to apply
forward pressure along with the pressure kings the Hales duo pushed up the ground in support
leaving Thomas deep to provide a marking target once again.
Kai was ready to come on from the interchange to impact across half back when needed. The
backs weather the storm and worked super hard to make sure Hawthorn could not score, Ryan
last line of defence keeping a cool head and rushing through a behind when under pressure.
Robbo pushing himself along with Prest pushing hard to get to every contest. We held firm
and started to wrestle the game our way, we worked hard forward and locked it in keeping
Hawthorn under the pump, Ben was marking everything & Henry provided a couple smothers
copping one to the head, but he just kept going, our midfield kept driving the ball back in. We
kicked a few points but you could feel we where getting on top with a few of the Hawthorn boys
taking they minds of the game and worrying about us. Will kick the goal to get us in front but
the game was far from won, we pushed forward again this time Prest had followed his man up
from the back line swooped on the ball and kick a long one straight through the middle sending
the Sharks boys rushing to Prest and chasing him back down the ground. The job was not
yet done as Hawthorn tried again to get back into the game Indi rush into the pack to prevent
Hawthorn getting an easy run forward allowing us to get back and help to slow the game up
and run down the clock.
Once again the boys dug deep battled hard, believed in themselves stuck together as a team
and overcame a determined Hawthorn.
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U10 Red singing the song

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer
Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

THE SHARK ATTACK
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and the spirit and gusto they sang the team song with after the game. I’m sure it could be heard
all the way over at Domeney. So pleased for them all.
Notable plays:

UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch
Jumper

•

Coby - fantastic all day in the backline

•

Arlo - stalwart in defence

•

Luca - kept forcing the ball forward to set our forwards up for success

•

Max - got us off to a great start with his first goal of the season

•

Casey - becoming a presence on the forward line

•

Hudson - couple of long bombs for goals

•

Alex - in and under all day

Surname

Name

•

Cam - in and under all day

Coby

Rowe

Archie

•

Michael - goal scorer

Cronin

Patrick

Troani

Joel

Daley

Lucas

Wilson

Charlie

•

Luca

Georgostathis

Max

Blackshaw

Aaron

•

Arlo

Kupinic

Alexander

Blackshaw

Beau

Lynch

Hudson

Noble

Cameron

•

Cormac

Ottens

Jack

Weeks

Hunter

Surname

Name

Baker

Jumper

Phelan

Luca

Muzeen

Cormac

Prichard

Casey

Moore

Michael

Ross

Arlo

Awards:

Do you have your
membership?

Sharks 7. 3. 45 def Brunswick 2. 2. 14
Another early Sunday start (who have we upset!). But close to home at Stintons playing against
Brunswick.
We were defeated by Brunswick in Round 1 so it was a good opportunity to see how have
improved over recent weeks. And improved we have as the boys got off to a flying start. Max
and Casey both snagged great goals with the boys playing a more structured set up and
holding their positions. This enabled us to move the ball well.

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Luca, Coby, Archie and Arlo were fantastic in rebounding off half back giving our forwards
multiple scoring chances.
Alex, Cameron & Hudson were winning nearly every centre clearance. Hudson has settled
in the ruck and drifted forward to take a few strong marks and 2 goals. The scoreboard was
added to with great goals by Michael, Alex & Cam. Arlo & Coby played their best games yet.
It really was a fantastic team effort with no passengers. All the boys are starting to listen to
instructions & it certainly made the difference on Sunday. And a special mention to all the boys
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Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch
Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Your best interests
Your
best
interests
at heart.
at heart.

4.16
4.16

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen
Jumper

Standard Comparison Rate*

Connect Package
Home Loan^
Connect Package
Home Loan^

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Standard Comparison Rate*

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one
you
canbank
feel isn’t
better
about.
If your
doing
the right thing by you, change to one
Our can
Branch
Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker
you
feelManager
better about.
Adrian
YongManager
are available
to Meikle
meet you
Our Branch
Cheryl
and Mobile Banker
7
days
a
week.
Drop
into
144
Yarra
Adrian Yong are available to meet you
St,
Warrandyte
phone
7 days
a week. orDrop
into9844
144 2233
Yarra to
find
out more. or phone 9844 2233 to
St, Warrandyte

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Antonellos

Zac

McGowan

James

Arifovic

Keegan

McIntyre

Justin David

Brown

Indy

Nash

Charlie

Bullen

Fynn

Nielsen

Daniel

Daley

Joshua

Paciocco

Luke

Della Gatta

Oscar

Riggall

Jonah

Eastwood

Campbell

Ross

Logan

Farrell

Nate

Shamloo

Liam

Halls

Harry

Sonderhof

Logan

Hamilton

Logan

Thomas

Isaiah

Kinnear

Cash

Wallace

Austin

Mcleod

Samuel

Williamson

Daniel

McDonald

Eamon

SHARKS 3.11.29 Def GLEN IRIS 2.5.17
QUARTER 1:
SHARKS 0.5.05 GLEN IRIS 1.2.8

bendigobank.com.au
find
out more.

Despite the overnight rain, Domeney presented in tip top shape for our match against Glen Iris.
After starting slowly last week, the pre-match was moved to the rooms before a quick warmup
on the ground. The boys started better, but found a tough opponent determined to limit our run
and spread. Charlie Nash was the standout performer in the backline for the Sharks in the first
quarter.

bendigobank.com.au

QUARTER 2:
SHARKS 1.7.13 GLEN IRIS 2.2.14
Terms, conditions, fees and charges apply. All information, including interest rates, is correct as at 23 July 2018 and is subject to change. Full details available
on application. Lending criteria apply. *The comparison rate displayed is calculated for a loan of an amount of $150,000 over 25 years. WARNING: The
comparison rate is true only for the example given and may not include all fees and charges. Different terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a
Terms,
feesrate.
and^Offer
charges
apply. All to
information,
rates, is correct
as and
at 23interest
July 2018
is subject
to change. with
Full details
available
differentconditions,
comparison
is available
customersincluding
with new interest
owner occupied,
principal
homeand
loans
above $150,000
a loan to
on
application.
criteria
comparison
displayed
is calculated
a loan ofEligible
an amount
of $150,000
years.
WARNING:
The Offer
valuation
ratio ofLending
up to 80%,
andapply.
three*The
eligible
productsrate
taken
as part of
the ConnectforPackage.
products
cannot beover
from25the
same
product type.
comparison
rate is2019.
true Credit
only forprovided
the example
given and
not include
all feesABN
and11
charges.
Different
terms, fees
or other
loan237879.
amountsA1273617-3
might result in a
ends on 30 June
by Bendigo
andmay
Adelaide
Bank Limited
068 049
178 Australian
Credit
Licence
different
comparison
rate. ^Offer is available to customers with new owner occupied, principal and interest home loans above $150,000 with a loan to
(468757_v4)
(2/04/2019)
valuation ratio of up to 80%, and three eligible products taken as part of the Connect Package. Eligible products cannot be from the same product type. Offer
ends on 30 June 2019. Credit provided by Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178 Australian Credit Licence 237879. A1273617-3
(468757_v4) (2/04/2019)
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The second quarter followed the trend of tough, hard and tight football played between the
arcs. The Sharks boys found it difficult to lock the ball in our forward 50, with Glen Iris dropping
numbers behind the ball. A couple of injuries to Josh Daley and Keegan Arifovic limited
rotations also, but the boys were able to limit Glen Iris to a single goal while levelling up the
contest at the big break.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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QUARTER 3:
SHARKS 2.8.20 GLEN IRIS 2.4.16
After heading to the rooms for the half time break, it was a sharp and determined Sharks
side that returned to the field for the third quarter. Our midfield was able to get on top of the
opposition’s, while we were able to improve our spread with Zac Antonellos good on the win.
Clean chains of disposal led to Josh Daley marking deep in the forward line and giving us the
lead before a couple of opportunities late were thwarted by the wind. The boys headed into
three-quarter time confident they could get the job done.
QUARTER 4:
SHARKS 3.11.29 GLEN IRIS 2.5.17
Kicking with the wind in the last quarter, the Sharks got off to a flying start courtesy of a clean
tap from Logan Hamilton in the ruck, which enabled a long direct kick deep into the forward line
where Nate Farrell snapped truly to extend the Sharks lead. A tight tussle ensued, and while
Glen Iris had a couple of opportunities to bridge the gap, it was great to see the Sharks keep
them goalless in the second half and come through with a gritty, well-earned victory.
Goal Kickers: Josh Daley 2, Nate Farrell 1
Game Day Captains: Indy Brown & Eamon McDonald
Encouragement Awards: Zac Antonellos & Charlie Nash

Logan was able to
leap over the Glen
Iris tall timber to give
his teammates first
opportunity.

Josh was another
to fight through the
adversity of an early
injury to contribute
up forward.

Despite an early injury courtesy of a smother, Keegan played one of his best games.
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The Sharks U11 Red boys sang the song loud and proud.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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Free Assessment Night
www.bouncehealth.com.au

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
Monday nights at a Bounce Clinic
For Bounce Sponsored Groups
Come and get a diagnosis and plan
of action from a sports physiotherapist
Just turn up and we will do the rest

6–7pm

Jumper

EVERY MONDAY
5–10min FREE
ASSESSMENT
& CHECK

Surname

Name

Bettiol
Bryant
Dahmen
De Rooden
Di Donato
Di Grazia
Elliott
Fortington
Fry
Hattwich
Hume
Innes

Joshua
Tom
Floyd
Albert
Isaac
Noah
Tom
William
Harvey
Felix
Riley
Beau

Jumper

Surname

Name

Italiano
Knight
Laurence
McCartan
Motteram
Newman
Smith
Stephens
Tasca
Torner
Wheatley

Gabriel
Kai
William
Christian
Lachlan
Jack
Ned
Zane
Daniel
William
Granger

Park Orchards 0.9.9 def by Macleod 3.5.23
Qtr 1:
Round 6 was played at Macleod Park in dry, but blustery conditions. Captains Granger and
Noah led the team out, and the first quarter effort was exceptional with great accountability and
‘attack on the ball’ from all ‘Sharks’ players. Riley had a cracking quarter in the midfield, and
was well supported by onballers Granger and Alby, not to mention Noah and Tom E on their
respective wings. Josh, Floyd and Felix all presented strongly in the forward line, and were
unlucky not to kick a couple of ‘majors’ with some extremely close misses. The backline led by
Jonah, Ned and Tom B, and well supported by Danny, Kai and Isaac was solid, disciplined and
accountable and only conceded 1 straight goal.
Qtr 2:

If you would like to speak to a
physiotherapist please call us on
1300 855 442, or for more information
please visit www.bouncehealth.com.au
BLACKBURN

THE SHARK ATTACK

 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth

NORTH RINGWOOD
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Effort and attack on the ball remained strong in the 2nd quarter. Lachie continued to work
hard in the ruck and took multiple ‘pack’ marks, whilst midfielders Gabe, Alby, Will F and
Jack all ‘cracked in’ enabling the footy to spend extended periods in the Sharks forward line.
Harvey was asked to run with the opposition’s strongest player and did a great job to nullify
his influence after quarter time. Josh at CHF continued to attack the ball with great ferocity,
whilst Riley at half forward had another sterling quarter and undoubtedly had a dose of ‘leather
poisoning’ at half time. The Sharks peppered the goals in the second quarter, but not dissimilar
to the first quarter, only points resulted. Ned, Jonah and Floyd continued to lead the way in the
THE SHARK ATTACK
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backline, battling exceptionally hard in their respective defensive posts and only conceding 1
goal whilst defending into a stiff breeze.
Qtr 3:
Strong effort, accountability and discipline continued in the 3rd quarter. Jonah played a great
quarter in the ruck, continually attacking the ball in the air with fantastic commitment. Zane was
lively on the wing, Ned and Alby worked overtime in the midfield, whilst skippers Granger and
Noah executed some awesome contested efforts in their respective HFF and wing positions.
The forward line led by Lachie and Josh, and well supported by Danny, Kai and Harvey did
a great job to ‘lock the ball in’ for a significant portion of the quarter. The backline comprising
Gabe, Floyd, Will F, Will T, Jack and Tom E and were dour and stingy, and didn’t concede a
single point for entire 3rd quarter.

SCREENHOUSE
SCREEN

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette
Jumper

Qtr 4:

PRINTING

9359 4077

Only a goal the difference at 3 quarter time, and the arm wrestle continued in the final term.
Whilst the ‘Sharks’ continued to contest hard and put their head over the ball, Macleod was
more efficient in front of goal, and edged us out in the end (despite having less scoring shots
than the ‘Sharks’). Q4 highlights came from Will F who continued to get ‘front and centre’ and
continuously ‘follow up’ his own possessions, Tom E who was extremely active in the forward
line, Alby, Gabe and Ned who continue to deliver excellent performances on a weekly basis,
Harvey who never stopped trying on the oppositions strongest player, Riley, Jonah and Floyd
who ran themselves into the ground, and Lachie who capped off his best game for the season
with strong marking and great attack on the ball. All in all, the coaches were really proud of the
effort the boys provided.

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Lachlan

Kilworth

Felix

Beach

Max

Leonard

Archie

Bridger

Jacob

Milton

Henry

Di Conza

Riley

Nicholls

Lucas

Dickson

Lachlan

Sestan

Owen

Drummond

Campbell

Sette

Jacob

Foxwell

Austin

Sultana

Jayden

Harvie

Mason

Todero

Dylan

Hirvonen-Blunt

Lukas

Tsoukatos

William

Inglese

Jack

Park Orchards 2. 5. 17 def by Surrey Park 4. 2. 26
Qtr 1:

5

$

MEAL

voucher

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
One Meal & receive the 2nd
Meal for only $5
Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

FREE
drink

It’s our shout!
Present this voucher to
receive a drink on us
Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
or Cascade Premium Light, Glass of House Wine.
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

00%

1 ofits
of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier Club
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am
Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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Qtr 2:
Going with the breeze in the 2nd quarter we asked the boys to keep the ball out of that dead
pocket and to play through the middle. A nice passage of play where Mason, Henry and Lucas
N fought hard to win the ball and pushed it forward with a long kick into the forward line where
young Will Ingles, filling in from the U10’s, ran onto the ball and kicked the first goal of the
game. Our second goal came from Lucas N working hard to win a free kick and kicking long to
Henry who slotted through the next goal with a great kick. We went into half time with a 2-goal
lead.
Qtr 3:

Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood

It was a cold and windy day at Surry Park and we lost the toss and were kicking into the wind.
It was a tight contest with lots of ball ups and the ball seemed to always be on the outer wing.
We were happy with a nil all draw and that was exactly what we got! Football, on this occasion,
was not the winner!

Cnr Oban Road & Maroondah Hwy
Ringwood,Victoria 3134
T (03) 9879 8733
www.clubringwood.com.au
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We asked the boys to bottle the ball up again and fight to keep the ball and that’s what they did.
Lachlan A worked hard on the wing and was finding a bit of the ball and Max, who was injured
THE SHARK ATTACK
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in the second quarter, came back on and beat 4 players to get a ball up. Jacob B, Owen, Archie
and Riley took some great saving marks during the quarter and we limited the opposition to
just one goal. We were up by 8 points going into the last and with the breeze behind us we felt
comfortable.
Qtr 4:
The last quarter did no go to plan. Even though we had a fair bit of the play, and had a few
opportunities to score, the opposition were able to get the ball out the back and kicked three
goals to none. They wanted the win a bit more than we did and this is something we’ll work on
at training. It’s a game we felt we should have won, but hopefully that burning feeling will drive
us forward.
Goal Kickers: Henry 1, Will Ingles 1
Park Orchards 2. 5. 17 def by Surrey Park 4. 2. 26

In a game that proved to be 4 very one-sided quarters our boys got off to a slow start kicking
against a very strong wind. Coupled with some very unlucky bounces we found ourselves 4
goals down in the first 5 mins as the back line was under siege.
Everyone was trying hard, but Glen Iris just had the ball on a string and kicked very straight. By
halfway thru the quarter Archie, Fletch, Zac and Seany were getting on top in the middle and
our backline of Tom, Will, Jacob, Lachy, Cruz and Harry were getting in front and winning the
ball.
¼ time – PO 0.2.2 trail Glen 5.0.30
Funny thing is that even thou we were 28 points down we were right in the contest. In the
second quarter things really started going our way. Bruce and Jack on the wings were finding
space. Hamish was giving us an awesome target at CHF and was well supported by Jordy
and Elliott around the packs. Zac continued to dominate the ruck while Byron, Charlie, James
and Max were giving us plenty to kick to in the front line. We kept peppering the goals but
unfortunity we were kicking points until Hamish took the initiative to grab the ball out of the ruck
and snapped truly.
I don’t think the ball got past CHB during the quarter as every boy was playing in front and
having a red hot go to keep Glen Iris scoreless for the quarter.
½ time – PO 1.6.12 trail Glen 5.0.30

UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

The 3rd quarter was a repeat of the 1st as the boys struggled to move the ball into the wind.
Bosco was having a red hot showing that his pace and courage to be true weapons. Hamish
now playing at CHB was again dominating his area and Archie was showing Glen Iris how
strong he can be by breaking tackles and being rewarded with a free kick in the front line.
Unfortunately, he couldn’t make the distance with a beautiful long kick.
¾ time - PO 1.6.12 trail Glen 9.1.55
Even thou we were 43 points down at the last change we felt we could win the game. And the
boys dug deep to have a red-hot crack. Zac, Lachy, Archie and Fletch dominated the centre
bounces breaking the game open. Again, Hamish at CHF was a strong focal point and Cruz
showing his blistering speed came bounding thru the pack to collect the ball and kick our
second goal for the day.

Allan

Jordan

Mc Diarmid

Tom

Arifovic

Cruz

Nicholls

Max

Bradshaw

Byron

Noonan

Hamish

Cameron

Fletcher

Oaks

Lachlan

Ficinus

Elliott

Read

Harrison

James

Archie

Simos

Jacob

Kelly

Sean

Tang

Bosco

Bruce, Max and Byron all had a big influence in the last quarter as each boy had their chance
to kick goals. The boys now had a great wall built as everyone was pushing into their spots as
we have been practicing at training. Pressure from Hamish and then Archie resulted in Byron
kicking our 3rd goal and then when Byron kicked his second goal a minute later there was still
plenty of time left. Jacob played a very consistent game as did Tom and Harry.

Mc Diarmid

Will

Waddy

bruce

Full Time – PO 4.7.31 lost to Glen Iris 9.1.55

Mc Diarmid

Jack

Wilson

Zac

Park Orchards 4.7.31 def by Kew comets 9.1.55

Unfortunately, we didn’t get up, but it was a pleasing result as in the past we would have lost
this game by 12-15 goals. It just goes to show that with a bit of faith, hard work and effort you
can still be a winner even you lose.
Captains: Hamish Noonan (C) Jack McDiarmid (VC)

Great to be back at home playing footy again and also awesome to welcome James King back
into the side. Hamish who has been playing some very good footy in the past few weeks was
giving the role as captain with Jack being right beside him as VC.

Goal Kickers: Byron Bradshaw – 2, Hamish Noonan – 1, Cruz Arifovic - 1

THE SHARK ATTACK
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Best players: Hamish Noonan, Elliott Ficinus, Archie James, Fletcher Cameron, Zac
Wilson, Cruz Arifovic, Byron Bradshaw
25
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ball adding value to every passage of play, as we kicked 1.4 to take a 4 point lead into the main
break.

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Kicking into the wind in the third quarter, Cooper kicked two beauties, while Ollie’s running four
bounces through the middle of the ground was an absolute highlight.
Most pleasingly, the boys stuck to our structure and their intensity was awesome.

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Jumper

Surname

Name

Albers

Jumper

Surname

Name

Daniel

Prest

Samuel

Di Conza

Lachlan

Quinn

Lachlan

Dominko

Max

Rossimel

William

Fortington

Jack

Smillie

Josh

Galstians

Jake

Smith

Cooper

Galstians

Joshua

Stephens

Joel

Holt

Andrew

Stumpf

Gabriel

Hutchinson

Flynn

Tait

William

Kenny

William

Tymms

Jacob

Nitz

Oliver

Worthington

Thomas

This week’s game was certainly a fitting way to celebrate the milestones of Cooper and Will T,
as we defeated Richmond 6.9.45 to 5.6.36
Once again, there was a feeling of energy and positivity as we ran out onto the ground…and
once again, we couldn’t snag the first goal!
But then the Shark spirit kicked in, and with Dan beating his classy opponent, Ollie dominating
in the ruck and Josh G a dynamo around the ball, we kicked the next two goals to go into the
quarter time break leading by a goal.
Before the game, we spoke of each player winning his contest and playing his role…this
happened in the second quarter.
Our backline was dominating, with Max continuing his fine form, Tymmsy, Flynn and Will T
playing hard and smart footy, and big Andy, having moved to the backline, intercepting and
driving the ball forward.
Link up handballs from Will K, Josh G, Jake G led to blistering run from Gabe while Josh S
again took strong marks and was causing havoc up forward with Rossie presenting confidently,
and he keeps improving every week. Jack and Lachie D were playing their role as small
forwards having an impact, and Sammy P and Joel ran and ran, their pace and attack on the
26

This was an improved team effort that saw us playing more consistently our brand of football.
As always, the boys effort and attitude was super….they deserved the win today.
Congratulations to Will T and Coops on their 50 and 100 games respectively.
GOALKICKERS; Cooper 2, Josh G 2, Josh S 1, Tom W 1

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill

Park Orchards 6.9.45 def Richmond 5.6.36

THE SHARK ATTACK

Heading into the last, we knew Richmond would come out firing, but our intensity again lifted.
Tom’s attack on the ball at forward saw packs broken open, and he snagged a well-deserved
goal, that proved to put our victory beyond reach.
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Jumper

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Bastin

Connor

Jumper

Mackay

Max

Bertram

Kye

Mahadeva

Barathan

Blake

Adam

Postill

Oliver

Blaser

Daniel

Sedawie-McKell

Layne

Bugler

Oscar

Sherriff

Lachlan

Cahill

Joshua

Van Winckel

Samuel

Doherty

Finn

Vigo

Adam

Draeger

Nathan

Wallace

Bailey

Jackson

Ben

Lever

Raphael

King

Brady
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Park Orchards 0.4.4 def by St Marys 3.10.28
This week we hosted St Mary’s at a windy Stintons reserve. St Mary’s were a new team in
Black division following grading so we did not quite know what to expect of our opponent.
Oscar ‘Ozzie’ Bugler was our Captain this week after a run of solid form and leading by
example at Training and he played a great Captains game, which started by winning the toss.
We kicked with the wind in the first quarter and had more than our fair share of ball. We were
able to rebound from our defensive fifty and we moved the ball pretty well to transition through
the middle into our forward 40. We had the ball locked in our forward line well and were
unlucky not to score a major. We had a few shots on goal, but were unable to put a score on
the board. St Mary’s kicked 2 goals into the wind, they were able to separate our defence better
than us and were able to get out to a lead.
Second & Third quarters were a real arm wrestle with both teams struggling to make an impact
on the scoreboard. Our back line did a great job to keep us in the game especially during the
second quarter.
4th quarter we felt we were still in the game and made a few positional changes to give us
a chance of a win. We took the game on but a few turn overs cost us in the last quarter and
prevented us from scoring, whilst St Mary’s were able to lock the ball in their forward line. Our
defence held up really well considering the amount of ball in our defensive 40.
We competed well, however a few unlucky bounces and some turnovers cost us. Each week
we are developing a good team game, if we can lift our efforts at training and practice as a
team, I’m sure our next win will come, quickly.
A few notable mentions for the week:
Oscar - Ozzie was great again, a courageous leader on field, he really puts his small frame in
the firing line week in, week out. Had some really good moments in the midfield.
Connor - Coming back from injury, played a great game, best game for the season. Where
ever the ball was, it seemed to find Connor, made good use of his possessions to help us move
the ball.

Brady - Junk Yard Dog had a real go. Played well when on the ball and was clever up forward.
Was unlucky with a ball bounce after getting himself in a great position in the goal square,
would have kicked a goal if not for the bounce.
Adam - second game for us this year, was played deep forward and competed well for us.
Helped lock the ball in, especially in the 4th quarter.
Dan - Had another good game. His disposal has really improved, hi afield kicking has been a
feature for us and is helping us take the game on.
Sam - Played well in the first half in defence. Kept his player quiet before speeding some time
on the ball and up forward.
Josh - has found some form over the past few weeks, was good again today especially in that
lead up CHF position. Gave us some run when moved onto the wing, he’s been really strong
over the ball the last few weeks.
Ollie - Played really well, probably best game for the season. Had a good chunk of time on
the ball, took a lot of marks and was a real nuisance for the opposition, racking up lots of
possessions.
Max - Made an impact for us all game, Started on a wing and was pushed forward. Played
that link up role really well for us and was great around the stoppages.
Layne - Ran hard for us all day, put his body on the line and got a few free kicks as reward for
his efforts.
Kye - Got better the longer the game went on. Started in his customary HBF and then moved
onto the ball for a strong performance in the last quarter.
Adamo - Looks to be enjoying his time up forward, unlucky not to sniffle another goal this
week, before being moved to defence in the last quarter, where his defensive instincts came
back.
Nathan - Just goes from strength to strength each week. Mr Reliable at FB and won the ruck
when we let him loose in the last quarter.

Finn - Was really dangerous again. Found some form the last 2 weeks, helped set up a
number of forward plays, his marking has been a feature the last 3 weeks.
Barra - Never gives in, played a half on the ball and half in the back line. Always takes the
game on and shows great leadership on the field, always directing traffic.
Shezza - Had a good game, was in the midfield for a bit of the game and had an impact. His
game is improving each week, very good around the packs with a clearing hand pass.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

Ben - ‘Jacko’ played well both forward and back. Competed hard and ran to create options for
us. Started a good bit of link up play in the final quarter and got involved in a number of plays.
Raph - Hit some real form in the ruck, won a lot of hit outs and gave our midfield first use
around the ground. Found some space around the ground and was able to create and link up
some play.
Bailey - Had another good game on the ball and up forward. He’s a tough nut to crack and
really gave us an edge around the contest.
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Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

THE SHARK ATTACK

Ringwood Volkswagen

481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
ringwoodvw.com.au | LMCT11064
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Our 3 qtr time talk was ensuring the boys worked hard, all of the ‘running’ we had done so far at
training was now going to prove that we were the fitter, better side. With a couple of moves and
seeing Mr Reliable, Oakesey, hold the fort down back, JT continually taking the intercept mark.
Zac, Sebby, Humey, Tobias, Tige and Charlie all of the boys through the middle worked really
hard to clog the game up and push the ball back our way. While we didn’t kick a goal, neither
did Preston, and we got away with a great win.
Well done boys, thanks to our ‘fill-ins’ on what was a great team effort and fantastic win!!
Goals – Pollock 4, Austin 1, Felix 1

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
Jumper

Surname

Name

Adama

Acelin

Jumper

Surname

Name

Morcom

Tom

Best – Sonderhof, Tobias, Pollock, JT, Ace

We’d like to congratulate Jake Trembath and Cooper Trembath (U15) and
Josh Tovey (U14 Red) who will represent the YJFL in the upcoming Queens
Birthday Long Weekend tournament.

Baldori

Joshua

Oakes

Bradley

Broadbent

David

Parrott

Matthew

Dempsey

James

Pollock

Oscar

Foxwell

Joel

Rees

Thomas

Hume

Bradley

Ridley

Tige

Kilkenny

Tobias

Smith

Zac

U15 Div 2 Team Jake Trembath
U14 Div 2 Team Cooper Trembath
U14 Div 1 Team Josh Tovey

King

Fraser

Sonderhof

William

All the best boys and good luck!!

Lee

Sebastian

Tovey

Joshua

They will play 3 games across the weekend against other Victorian leagues
The teams the boys have made are:

Park Orchards 6.8.44 def Preston Bullants 6.3.39
On the road yet again, playing another team for the second time within a month, is it Ground
hog Day??
This round saw us travel to Preston a few men down. With a couple of injuries and illness we
only had 16 of our boys fit although had some great support from Austin Foxwell, Felix Kilworth
and Henry Milton from the U12’s
What great support this was as our instructions from the Team was to get around these boys
and support them at every opportunity. Well with our first 2 goals coming from Austin and Felix,
our team was up at at them early. With Oscar kicking a third we were off to a great start.
Over the past few weeks we have been working really hard on our skills and this started to
come through with some great run and handball linking up well all overt the ground. With a stiff
breeze towards one end we had the advantage in the first and asked the boys to work harder
in the second and not let Preston get back. Oscar kicked another couple, Demps continued his
dominance in the ruck and our half forward line of Fraser, Dave and Morcs worked hard against
the wind. Sonders, Ace and Matty Parrott in the middle, kept the ball up our end.
The third qtr saw Preston get a run on against the wind, our boys just didn’t work hard enough
with the wind. We only kicked the 1 goal and had 4 point lead going into the last with Preston
kicking with the wind in the last!

THE SHARK ATTACK
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SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark
Jumper

Surname

Name

Breen

Boaz (Bo)

Jumper

Surname

Name

Osborne

Beau

Box

Sam

Prunty

Harrison

Clark

Mitchell

Ramage

Lucas

D'Alberto

James

Sette

Ben

Evangelista

Remi

Smith

Daniel

together great possessions down each wing, both time ending in goals, a 3rd to Robbie & a
long, straight set shot from Ben S. Only 8 points in it at 3/4 time.
So for the last quarter we asked the boys for a big effort. Dan W was chasing his man across
the ground, Harry was ever-present, Bo chased & scrapped, Lucas played through the pain &
kicked long. Remi tried his guts out & took a number of telling marks. Our intercept specialist
Jacob continued to repel Balwyn. Jacob Sette from the U12 continued a good game with a
number of important touches. Liam looked dangerous but the bounce of the ball wasn’t going
for us. We couldn’t get that all important goal but then BANG, Remi bobbed up & scored. 2
points down with 5 minutes to go. Unfortunately Balwyn managed to get us again on the
rebound & an uncontested mark in the their goal square all but sealed the final result. We
had one last foray forward but a soccer off the gounnd in the goal square hit the post & the
difference remained 7 points at the end of the game.
Wow. Again chances to win. We scored & used the ball much better this week with a very
even team performance. But a few lapses cost us. 10 min of the 2nd quarter then in the last
5 mins of the last quarter - Balwyn scored 5 of their 7 goals in this small window - was the
difference.
Proud of the efforts of everyone. Kept fighting right to the end & won 3 of the 4 quarters.
Great contributions from everyone this week.

Jones

Rhys

Vermeulen Brown

Charles

Go SHARKS!!!

Keane

Blake

Waddy

Ben

Captain: Jacob

Leaumont

Jacob

Warne

Liam

Goal Kickers: Robbie (3), Mitch, Oscar, Remi

Lynch

Oscar

White

Daniel

Maynes

Brodie

Paciocco

Robbie

Best players: Harry, Ben S, Rhys, Dan S, Mitch, Robbie

Park Orchards 7.3.45 def by Balwyn 7.10.52
Away for Round 6 at Balwyn. Last week we were highly competitive but couldn’t score. This
week we had had a good training session practicing those skills to hopefully get us over the line
this week.
Jacob has had a stunning 5 weeks of the season & was captain this week reminding the boys
of kicking long & 2nd & 3rd efforts.
Winning the toss, we kicked with the wind & through Robbie with a fantastic “Daicos like” goal
& Oscar’s first goal for the Sharks we had a good start. Balwyn did score 1 into the wind but a
2.0-12 to 1.3-9 score line was a good start. Rhys had been busy in the middle, Robbie forward
was dangerous & Blake busy in the ruck.

Do you have your
membership?
5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Mitch continued us on the right path with a great finish to a good build up of play & we were
right on top. Dan S was busy on his wing, Beau O was impassable in the back half with a
number of telling intercept marks & Ben W worked really hard to man up & put pressure on the
ball carriers. Unfortunately we lapsed in concentration for the last 10 minutes of the quarter &
paid dearly with Balwyn piling on 4 unanswered goals. Half time and we were 19 points down.
Final chance with the wind & we needed a big effort. Again Robbie put another goal on
the board & then a couple of times we really showcased what we are capable of. Stringing
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sending the ball forward but we struggled to convert. We missed many opportunities and could
not capitalize on the good work resulting in the boys down by 10 points at the last break.
QTR 4
Our last quarter we asked all the boys to take the game on even though into the wind. James
rucking nearly all day started to get the ascendancy while Cooper and Ghostie both playing the
wings created run while Kevin moved up forward and gave us a real contest, however, after
Noah kicked a goal to get us back to 10 points the opposition kicked two quick goals sealing it.

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason
Jumper

Surname

Name

Appleby

Jumper

It was a great game to watch, two talented sides playing some tremendous but hard contested
football, a side if we played again we would certainly push to beat as it was tight nearly all day.
If we continue with run and handball, quick ball movement we are then hard to stop; sometimes
though we can learn more from a loss than a win!
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Goal Kickers: Jake Trembath 4, Zac MacLeod and Noah Taylor 2
Well played boys!
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Kew Comets 12.4.76 def Park Orchards 8.8.56
QTR 1
The boys started with the aid of a breeze and while we were ahead at quarter time, we did
not use the ball that well with long bombs playing into the oppositions hands. Dicko and Jake
started up forward for us playing a new role across half forward and it paid off with both giving
us real impact while Noah, Zac and Rhonan provided options when we kicked to open space.
QTR 2
The opposition had the wind this quarter and while we defended through the midfield our
backs got caught out with their forwards turning us around and scoring. Liam playing one of
his best games for the year gave us rebound with his run, while Shannon and Ange playing on
larger opponents continued to work hard. Ben playing as the last man in defense read multiple
intercepts and cleared or caused a ball up. We lacked the run and carry into the wind which
made It very difficult for our forwards.
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QTR 3
We moved Brodie up forward and asked him to give a contest when kicking long, Lachie
continued to work hard up forward while Jesh, Kane and Maca worked hard in the middle
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winners, however after missing a few easy chances at goal and the ball not bouncing our way,
Macleod St Damians kicked the only goal of the quarter to run out 3 point winners.
The loss was a bitter pill to swallow for the boys, coaches and parents and we need to continue
to work hard and get a consistent 4 quarter performance. We have many weeks to turn it
around although by the same token these are the games that we can’t afford to let slip away.
Hard work on the training track this week and we look forward to bouncing back next week.
Goal kickers: L Parrott 2, B Harrisson 2, B Nitz, W Fasan, J Haas

COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris
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Best players: L Jury, B Nitz, B Pellinger-Riley, L Parrott, A Markic-Smith

50 year beanie and cap
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Domeney canteen or via the merchandising
store on teamapp and website.

Park Orchards 7.11.53 def by Macleod Parade 8.8.56
We played away against Macleod Parade St Damians at Binnak Park and were led out by
Ben Harrisson, our captain for the day. We also welcomed Brock Nitz for his first game of the
season.
We started slowly giving away the first goal of the quarter however quickly hit our straps and
started to use the wide wings of Binnak Park with our pace telling in attack. We dominated the
second half of the quarter and at the first change led 4-4 to 1-1.
The second quarter was a stronger performance where we dominated for large periods again
using our run and carry, working into space and our defence was working well repelling the
opposition attacks. By half time we had extended our lead to 33 points, 7-8 to 2-5.
In the third quarter we fell into a hole, the opposition came out with a fierce attack on the ball
and we stopped running and seemingly avoiding the contest. By the time the quarter ended we
had conceded 5 goals and scored a single point to be 2 points ahead at the last change.
With a breeze behind us in the last quarter, there was a real confidence that we could run out
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quick to catch onto that. Rossi in particular was proving to be a focal point up forward for one
out marking and Foxy had made the most of all opportunities to kick 3 goals in the first half
including a dead straight set shot goal!
Orch had to work very hard in the third quarter against a strengthening wind as Rossi and Foxy
added another goal each. These goals scoring opportunities were presented to them by the
hard work of the midfield and an outstanding game from Jacko off half back, ably supported
by Maxie Hartnett. I don’t like to highlight individual players in these recounts but these boys
deserved it.

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper
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The final quarter saw the predictable fresh legs of the Park orchards boys come to the fore and
we ran away from a game Glen iris team in the last ending up on an errant 13.15 93 to 8.2 50.
Congratulations to Jack Rossimel on his 6 goal bag and Foxy for his 4.
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And so our focus moves to next week where we play Warrandyte in the local derby at
Warrandyte at 3pm. Training is this Tuesday at Stintons 6pm till 7.30pm and Thursday at
Coleman Park from 6.15pm till 7.30 pm.
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Park Orchards 13.15.93 def Glen Iris 8.2.50
How the wheel turns! In the first round this year our depleted side travelled to Glen Iris only
able to field 16 players. Glen iris obliged us by playing a 16 a side match but their 6 off the
bench players proved the difference in Round 1 as they pulled away to win on the back of fresh
legs.
This week at Domeney their apologetic TM said they only had 14 players. They have been
depleted by the regulations of private school football. It was our turn to reciprocate the honour
and we started with 5 on the bench in a 14 a side game.
The pace was pretty frenetic right from the start and the Glen Iris boys had a point to prove
whereas our boys were waiting for a gifted win. And footy doesn’t work that way. Scores were
locked at 3.1.19 apiece at quarter time.
Orch had use of a strong breeze at half time but scores were still tight at Park Orchards 6.4.40
to Glen Iris 5.1 31 at half time. Touty gave a short sharp and quite blunt message to the boys
before separating them into their groups for the main break.
We had been lucky that when playing reduced numbers games the forwards have a great
advantage if the ball is moved quickly into the forward line. And Rossi and Foxy had been very
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Luckily for us our back line wasn’t put under a lot of pressure in the second qtr and we could
get our natural game flowing.
Backed by a strong wind we started to put some minor scores on the board. Right across the
ground we were gathering possessions and feeling like we were back in the game!
The third quarter was again into the wind and was a heavy slog. Credit to each of our girls we
held Parkside goalless again and we came into the 3 qtr time break red faced and feeling like
we didn’t leave anything in the tank.

GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
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In the last quarter we dominated most of the play, with the ball only leaving our forward line a
few times. The coaching staff and runner had our defensive setups working well and Parkside
had a difficult time! In the last 5 minutes we had 3 set shots on goal and missed them all.
Luckily for us that this equalled 3 points which put us up by the final siren. A highlight of the
final term was Scarlett’s tough tackling and bumping. She had a very tough presence on the
ground and won many hard ball gets. A credit again to Charlise Doolan for her in and under
play, Mia, Grace B and Willow for sharing the ruck contests and key position spots
The coaching team were delighted to see how all our players slogged it out all day, working
together to ‘just’ get the job done. Our team work was fantastic and was so good for our girls
to get back to back wins on the board for the season. Huge thanks to Chris Doolan, Marlo
Saunders, Michael McInerney and Jacob Price-Inglis for your help today. Also, big thanks to
everyone that helped out today with off field duties. It was fantastic to see how the girls missed
their coach and all they wanted to do was face time him while they sung the team song!!!!!
We look forward to training this week and another game next Sunday
Go SHARKS!
Captains: Charlotte and Ella
Goal Kickers: N/A Unfortunately!!!!!!!!!!
Opposition Medal: Scarlett M
Best Players, Scarlett, Allie, Grace B, Charlise Doolan and Ava

Sharks 0.8.8 Def Parkside 0.5.5
We were back at home this week to take on a unknown challenge in Parkside ‘The devils’.
Our coach was away with his family for the weekend so the secondary coaching panel was
assembled to try and live up to normal the professionalism expectations! The conditions were
again perfect for football with only a slight breeze to the knee’s road end, it wasn’t too cold and
the oval was in great condition. We were slightly under prepared and short staffed so I asked a
lot from the girls from the first minute of the game.
Our players were given instructions in the rooms prior to the game, our captains in Ella and
Charlotte gave their team some words of advice then led us out onto the ground. We lost the
toss and had to kick into the wind, did our warm ups and were all set. Our team was again
missing Mia B and Amber C with injury and Sienna S and Zara Dove being away.
Our main focus at the start of the game was to be first to the ball, have the first Sheppard, first
tackle and the first long kick. The message was let’s show the opposition how tough we can
be! We had a very tough first term and struggled all over the ground! We lost the first quarter
and the assistant coach gave the whole team a rev up at the qtr time break!
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GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
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Bulleen 7.4.46 Def Sharks 3.7.25
On a dry but windy day at Bulleen we were always behind the 8 ball when they won the toss
and kicked with it & there decision was franked after 5 minutes they had Put 2 goals on the
board! They only managed 1 more for the quarter & none for us giving us a 3 goal deficit at the
break ! In the second term we peppered the goals but only managed a single to Alicia Lomen
but were right in it !
We only had 14 players today & the benefit of that is that players get greater exposure in
positions for longer. Like last week someone invariably pops up and this week it was Ava
Hamilton, she really locked down her opponent and gave us plenty of drive forward!

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

They however kicked 3 in the quarter setting us a big task in the last !
We managed 2 goals in the last 1 to Charlotte Brimelow & 1 to Tegan Rule but witnessed a
nice goal from their full forward & ultimately putting us out of the game !
We had numerous contributions and watching our newer girls grow & demand the footy was
great.Mutya Guerro, Amy Duffy & Ava Hamilton had serious contests that they continue to win
and are a real asset for the team ! We were led today by Amber McLeod & that exposure in the
spotlight for her can only be beneficial for her !
Best - Mia, Zoe, Charlotte Green, Raf & Maddie !

Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager
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481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
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GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
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With no bench the Sharks looked to be tiring, the girls were fulfilling the Coaches earlier plea
to keep their chins up and keep working to their full ability. They continued to tackle and create
stoppages working the ball to the boundary line. Despite having the advantage of a growing
wind the Comets were only able to kick three goals.
Qtr 4:
A challenge was set by the Coaches, and the girls took it up. Running out onto the field for
the final quarter the Sharks aim was to hold the dominant Kew Comets team to their lowest
quarter result of 13 points. The girls did so well and even created a couple of chances to hit the
scoreboard. As the seconds ticked down and the ball deep in the Kew forward line it was going
to be a fight to achieve our goal. Unfortunately the Comets did get a goal in the dying seconds
and took a well-earned victory.
As a Coach it is a funny conversation to have with your team saying that you are proud of them
after a 76 to 0 loss. But, that is exactly what I said, they knew they were going to struggle to
win, with low numbers, injuries and facing a talented team. However they did continue to work
their hardest the entire game, they did hold their chins up high and they did enjoy the game.
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Park Orchards 0.0.00 def by Kew Comets 11.10.76
Qtr 1:
The Sharks played a home game at Stintons this round. The girls knew before the game
that they had a massive challenge before them. Kew was top of the ladder and had been
absolutely dominating teams. While the sharks were down to twelve players and missing
a number of their stars. Prior to the game the Coach talked to the girls about working their
hardest, enjoying their footy and keeping their chins up, representing themselves and the club
to the absolute best of their potiential.
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With the winds at their backs the Kew team quickly displayed why they had been dominating
the competition. They worked the ball amazingly as a team and quickly built a solid lead. The
Sharks to their credit continued to fight throughout the entire quarter. Kew went into the break
with a 27 -0 lead.

bendigobank.com.au
find
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Qtr 2:

bendigobank.com.au

With the advantage of the wind and the Sharks grit holding firm with their determination, the
girls did exceptionally well to hold the rampaging Comets. Lilly, Ava and Amy all tackling hard
and stopping the Kew’s run. After being shell shocked in the first quarter the Sharks were able
to hold the Comet’s to 13 points for the quarter.
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from the backline which opened up the play for us and broke the lines. Kew sat back on us at
times which meant that our forward line was often outnumbered. This didn’t worry Jade and
Jas who were able to win the ball despite being outnumbered at times. They were keeping
their feet in the contest , stepping over the ball and driving their legs. Lauren was proving to
be dangerous up forward and scored her 1st goal with help from a shepherd from Lana. She
followed this effort shortly after by winning a contest on the forward flank, turning her opponent
inside out , taking a bounce, ‘selling some candy’ to the next defender before slotting her 2nd
goal

GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone

Our ball movement into the breeze was excellent however Kew kicked goal in last 20 secs
before siren to level a terrific game with scores even going into the big break
Q2 Score- Sharks- 3.2.20/ Kew 3.2.20

Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

The third quarter proved to be a scrappy one with plenty of repeat stoppages inside our forward
50. The game was clogged up and we could only manage 3 points for the quarter despite
the assistance of the wind. Despite the lack of scoring you could not question our effort and
willingness to compete which is how we will always be measured. Kristen was impressive
breaking the lines and along with Jade also tackled with vigour.

2

Kristen Bertoldi

14

Jade Hutchinson

18

Courtney Murray

16

Natalie Broadbent

4

Jorja Livingstone

20

Chelsea Dunoon

5

Chloe Lee

22

Lauren Knowles

6

Alannah Boell

23

Jasmine Taylor

Jasmine was providing a contest against a taller ruck and Lana won some important balls for
us.

9

Mia McAuliffe

17

Taliah Cameron

Q3 Score- Sharks- 3.5.23/ Kew 3.2.20

10

Matilda Rae

32

Petra Edwards

11

Sophie Harvie

12

Flynn Peters

The challenge was for us to absorb their pressure kicking with the wind and to keep playing our
way despite the conditions.

Zoe Douglas

Dakota Hoen

Park Orchards 4.5.29 def Kew 3.5.23
The match of the round was scheduled for 2.30pm last Sunday at Stintons and last year’s
Grand Final replay would prove to be a beauty.
In windy conditions Captain Jade won an important toss that favoured kicking to the “bunny
hoppers” end. The first quarter was as expected. Highly contested and tough football. This
favours players like Chelsea whose ability to win contests down back by not going to ground
was important as was Dakotas marking and Lana’s willingness to put her body in to protect
her team mates. Sophie patrolled the centre and was able to repeatedly intercept Kew’s ball
movement and Jorj and Kristen were providing fantastic run.
Given her inside knowledge of the quality of today’s incentive prize for defensive act of the day,
Mia’s two smothers were particularly inspiring.

Jorja, Mia and Sophie helped repel Kews forward entries and both Courtney and Talia laid
fantastic smothers which the coaches were quite thrilled about given the girls had trained
smothering for the last two weeks. Zoe D gave us a chance at ball ups taking the ruck for the
latter part of the game. Throughout the game she also drove her legs through traffic.
The play of the day was Courtney winning a mark across half back and getting it to the fat side
where Jasmine won the loose ball fired a perfect handball to the running Jorja, who took the
game on with a bounce before delivering a well weighted to kick to Lauren over the back of
her defender. With nothing between her and the big sticks, Lauren, much to crowds excitement
then took off for goal and according to many pundits at the ground ran further than Dave and
Heath did last week, without bouncing the ball once to score her 3rd goal. Wonderful play that
sealed a victory for the Sharks. Importantly both teams played the game in the right spirit ,
attacking the contest and respecting each other’s efforts.
Final Score - Sharks- 4.5.29/ Kew 3.5.23
Best Players: Kristen, Jade, Lana, Jorja, Lauren, Jas, Courtney, Sophie

The secret move of Tilly from under her blanket on the bench to the forward line paid immediate
dividends when she scored a terrific goal. She returned to the bench immediately to reapply her
Vicks.
Q1 Score- Sharks-1.2.8 /Kew 1.2.8
The second quarter mirrored the first with plenty of ground balls to be won which suited Taliah’s
enthusiasm for the contest. Fantastic to see Flynn bring her awesome run and carry game
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GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

24

Tilly Hodgson

36

Sophie Hirst

37

Amelia Rees

7

Anna Marchionno

39

Charli Dempsey

34

Eve Parry

49

Grace Lloyd

13

Ella Garniss

35

Abbey Callaghan

38

Mikayla Aloi

21

Vasiliki Karamitos

27

Tess Budge

30

Zoe Servinis

19

Kylah Harrap

31

Natassja Shallvey
Sienna Kardaras

St Marys 16.12.108 def Park Orchards 1.4.10
We were away to play St Mary’s at Greensborough. It was a cool overcast afternoon with a
hint of sunshine early but ultimately provided very good playing conditions for the majority of
the game.
A special thank you to Lily Cameron, Remy Archer and Ava Leonard who played up for this
game due to injuries and illness some of the U16 players.
Quarter 1

Quarter 2
The second quarter continued the current theme, with the Sharks backs under pressure.
However to their credit, Charlie and Anna did an amazing job. Charlie with strong contested
possessions and tackles. Anna with well judged spoils and marks to clear the ball out of the
backline.
Victoria also displayed great reading of the play to attack the ball as St Marys advanced,
Victoria executed some desperate tackles to stop certain goals.
Unfortunately, the skill and numerous repeat entries by St Marys resulting in their lead into half
time being extended.
Whilst the Sharks weren’t able to contribute a further goal this quarter, great ruck work from
Zoe to Sophie for a great inside 50. Eve and Tess also showed great dash to have shots at
goal. ½ Time 11.4.70 to 1.1.7
Quarter 3
The message from the Coach at half time was that the Sharks effort, commitment and
endeavour couldn’t be questioned,
However we were letting ourselves down by not being able to get clean possession.
The start of the third showed a new resilience by the sharks with Sahana, Abbey, Charlie,
Sophie and Zoe showing great teamwork, and frankly hard work to continually compete for
the ball. Indeed an arm wrestle and the sharks weren’t willing to concede, regardless of the
position on the field.
The whole sharks team lifted and were able to limit St Marys to only one goal for the quarter.
Tilley and Mikayla also tackled hard and won free kicks as a result of their effort.
Late in the quarter, a passage of play and team work saw Charlie, Sophie and Anna win a
tough and physical possession to move the ball out of the St Marys centre half forward. It was
getting pretty heated in the contest!
Sharks not able to add a major for this quarter. ¾ Time 12.8.80 to 1.2.8
Quarter 4

The early play was all St Marys, with three quick goals in the initial minutes.
needed to re group and quickly!.

The sharks

Charlie was the captain for the day and she stepped up and showed the team what was
required to compete. Intercept marks and tackles were awesome and repelled the advancing
St Marys. This endeavour lifted the rest of the sharks.
Victoria was taking some excellent marks at full back, and created the the sharks first goal
for the game. Through quick ball movement from Vic, to Zoe, then Tess, resulted in a great
conversion by Vass. Great team goal generated from the back line.
Zoe was dominate in the ruck, however the St Mary midfield was formible and provided repeat
entries.
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St Marys continued to press for the the remainder of the quarter and through shear weight of
entries was able to earn a considerable lead at quarter time. ¼ Time 4-3-27 to 1.0.6
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During the three quarter time break, the coaches praised the teams efforts and challenged
them to finish the game strongly.
St Marys had other ideas, which saw them contribute a number of goals via repeat entries deep
into their forward 50.
The Sharks continued to tackle hard and compete, with Zoe continuing her excellent ruck
work and tackle pressure all day. Tess did one of her great runs with ball in hand, broke an
attempted tackle and kicked for a goal. Alas a point only.
Eve also managed to find a little space and also have an attempt on goal, again for a minor.
Despite the effort, goals were in short supply for the Sharks.
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Another hard day at the office for the girls, however they showed grit, determination and
toughness. Final 16.12.108-1.4.10
Captain: Charlie Dempsey
Goals: Vass -1
Best players: Charlie, Victoria, Zoe, Tess, Anna.

Free Assessment Night
www.bouncehealth.com.au

Monday nights at a Bounce Clinic
For Bounce Sponsored Groups
Come and get a diagnosis and plan
of action from a sports physiotherapist
Just turn up and we will do the rest

If you would like to speak to a
physiotherapist please call us on
1300 855 442, or for more information
please visit www.bouncehealth.com.au
BLACKBURN
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6–7pm

EVERY MONDAY
5–10min FREE
ASSESSMENT
& CHECK

 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 6 RESULTS

26 - 05 - 2019

MCG Windows

Concept Laser Co

Krueger Projects

JNJ Electrics

AKT Trophies

Warran Glen Garden

Aumman’s

Centre and Café

Sodastream

Opulent Homes

Elephant and Co

Spiteri Jaguar

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Healesville Toyota

Mitcham Eyecare

X Power

Screenhouse Effect

Bounce Healthgroup

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Ten Minute Tutor

Natskin Skin & Body Therapy

Auscut

Hallmark Hire Cars

Blue Dog Café

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Southern States Group

